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Standards 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.1 Cite textual evidence to support analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.2 Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from personal opinions 

or judgments. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.9 Compare and contrast texts in different forms or genres (e.g., stories and poems; historical novels and fantasy stories) in terms of their approaches to 

similar themes and topics. 

CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RL.6.4 Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a text, including figurative and connotative meanings; analyze the impact of a specific 

word choice on meaning and tone 

Monday3/14 Tuesday3/15 Wednesday3/16 Thursday3/17 Friday3/18 

Teacher Inservice Sub Day 

• Students will 

complete the 

module 

TUESDAY Sub 

Work on 

Canvas.  

Guidebook Lesson 18 

We will: Use graphic 

organizers to answer the 

questions: How is the 

dust impacting Billie Jo’s 

family and other 

members of her 

community? 

 

Agenda:  

Review the question.  

On the graphic 

organizer: 

Plan an argument 

Find evidence 

 

Guidebook Lesson 21 

We will: Examine 

passages for author’s 

word choice.  

Agenda:  

• Read the first part 

of “Spring 1935.” 

• Complete character 
analysis handout on 
Canvas.  

• Summarize Billie 
Jo’s relationship 
with Mad Dog and 
her Dad.  

• Discuss word 
choice using 
excerpts from the 
text.  

Guidebook Lesson 

18 

We will: Determine a 

poem’s theme.  

Agenda:  

• Finish reading 

“Spring 1935.” 

• Together, Reread 

‘The Visit” and 

determine the 

theme. 

• Read “Hope” and 

complete a TP-

CASTT. 

• Write a theme 

statement in the 

last box.  
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I will: share my graphic 

organizer with a partner 

for feedback. 
 

I will: copy 3-4 lines 

from the poem, 

underline words and 

phrases I find 

interesting and explain 

why the author chose 

the underlined words 

and phrases.  

I will: explain: what 

is the theme of 

“Hope” and what 

evidence supports 

your theme? 


